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In Brief
Constals et al. use single-molecule
tracking to show that desensitized AMPA
receptors diffuse faster than closed-
resting or open ones through unbinding
from stargazin. This allows AMPA
receptor diffusion to accelerate recovery
from short-term synaptic depression.
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Short-term plasticity of AMPAR currents during high-
frequency stimulation depends not only on presyn-
aptic transmitter release and postsynaptic AMPAR
recovery from desensitization, but also on fast
AMPAR diffusion. How AMPAR diffusion within the
synapse regulates synaptic transmission on themilli-
second scale remains mysterious. Using single-
molecule tracking, we found that, upon glutamate
binding, synaptic AMPAR diffuse faster. Using
AMPAR stabilized in different conformational states
by point mutations and pharmacology, we show
that desensitized receptors bind less stargazin and
are less stabilized at the synapse than receptors in
opened or closed-resting states. AMPAR mobility-
mediated regulation of short-term plasticity is
abrogated when the glutamate-dependent loss in
AMPAR-stargazin interaction is prevented. We pro-
pose that transition from the activated to the desen-
sitized state leads to partial loss in AMPAR-stargazin
interaction that increases AMPAR mobility and
allows faster recovery from desensitization-medi-
ated synaptic depression, without affecting the over-
all nano-organization of AMPAR in synapses.
INTRODUCTION
The alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionic
acid (AMPA) subtype of glutamate receptors (AMPAR) mediates
most of fast excitatory synaptic transmission in the mammalian
central nervous system. AMPAR are formed of a core heterote-
trameric structure composed of a combination of four subunits,
GluA1–GluA4 (Traynelis et al., 2010), surrounded by a variety of
auxiliary subunits (Schwenk et al., 2012). AMPAR are largely
concentrated in the postsynaptic density (PSD), in front of pre-
synaptic glutamate release sites, where they are stabilizedthrough interactions between the various members of the
AMPAR complex with a variety of intracellular and extracellular
partners (Jackson and Nicoll, 2011; Shepherd and Huganir,
2007). AMPAR are not all stable in the synapse and around
50% move constantly by Brownian diffusion within the plasma
membrane, promoting continuous exchanges between synaptic
and extrasynaptic sites. This proportion is highly regulated by
neuronal activity and other stimuli (Choquet and Triller, 2013).
The diffusion of AMPAR has long been considered to play a
role only in controlling the accumulation of synaptic receptors
in time scales ranging from seconds to minutes (Choquet and
Triller, 2013; Shepherd and Huganir, 2007). In 2008, we pro-
posed a new physiological role for AMPAR diffusion in the con-
trol of fast synaptic transmission over timescales of a few tens
of milliseconds (Heine et al., 2008). We demonstrated, using
paired-pulse stimulations in electrophysiological recordings
and crosslinking of surface AMPAR with antibodies, that the
rapid exchange of desensitized receptors by naive ones in the
synapse is essential to maintain the fidelity of high-frequency
synaptic transmission. In addition, AMPAR stabilization by
PSD-95-potentiated frequency-dependent synaptic depression
(Opazo et al., 2010). Conversely, accelerating AMPAR move-
ments by removing the extracellular matrix (Frischknecht et al.,
2009) accelerated recovery from paired-pulse depression. Alto-
gether, we thus hypothesized that AMPAR diffusion allows syn-
apses to sustain higher frequencies than the rate of AMPAR
return from desensitization would normally allow (Choquet,
2010). Upon glutamate release, the postsynaptic area in which
AMPAR can be opened does not exceed 100–200 nm in diam-
eter due to their low apparent affinity for glutamate (Lisman
et al., 2007). Within this small area, rapidly diffusing receptors
can be renewed up to 30% within 10 ms considering a homoge-
neous distribution of AMPAR at the synapse (Heine et al., 2008).
However, asmore than 50%of receptors may be immobile in the
synapse (Ashby et al., 2006; Heine et al., 2008), this raises ques-
tions about the mechanisms through which AMPAR diffusion
could allow a fast enough exchange of receptors to allow a
measurable impact on high frequency synaptic transmission.
The nanoscale spatial distribution of AMPAR in the synapse is
highly heterogeneous (MacGillavry et al., 2013; Masugi-TokitaNeuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 787
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and Shigemoto, 2007; Nair et al., 2013). About half of synaptic
AMPAR are packed and stabilized in clusters of about 80 nm
wide, each comprising about 20 receptors. The other half are
mobile in between clusters (Nair et al., 2013). While this could
help explain how AMPAR diffusion could contribute to short-
term plasticity, the relative stability of AMPAR nanodomains still
poses the question of how a large proportion of trapped AMPAR
could be exchanged within a few milliseconds.
Several molecular mechanisms are involved in controlling
AMPAR stabilization, among which those mediated by the trans-
membrane AMPAR regulatory proteins (TARPs), and more par-
ticularly by stargazin, have been best characterized (Jackson
and Nicoll, 2011). Stargazin is involved in stabilizing AMPAR in
the PSD via its interaction with scaffolding proteins like PSD-
95 (Bats et al., 2007; Opazo et al., 2010; Schnell et al., 2002)
which is increased in long-term potentiation (LTP) via a Cam-
KII-dependant phosphorylation of a stretch of serines in the star-
gazin C-tail (Opazo et al., 2010; Tomita et al., 2005b). Stargazin
also modulates receptor pharmacology and controls channel
gating: it increases AMPA receptor glutamate affinity, enhances
single-channel conductance, slows deactivation and desensiti-
zation, and reduces the extent of desensitization (Priel et al.,
2005; Tomita et al., 2005a; Turetsky et al., 2005).
The stability of stargazin (TARP)-AMPA receptor complex is
controversial. Both the native and recombinantly expressed
complexes have been reported to be readily disrupted by expo-
sure to glutamate (Morimoto-Tomita et al., 2009; Tomita et al.,
2004). The partial dissociation of the AMPAR/TARP complex
within milliseconds after application of glutamate was further
suggested using a tandem in which the amino-terminal part of
stargazin is fused to the carboxy-tail of the receptor to prevent
dissociation of the AMPAR/TARPs complex (Morimoto-Tomita
et al., 2009). However, in other studies, rapid agonist-driven
dissociation has not been observed (Nakagawa et al., 2005;
Semenov et al., 2012).
Now, using single-particle tracking, biochemistry, and electro-
physiology, we demonstrate that glutamate impacts AMPAFigure 1. Glutamate Increases Endogenous GluA2-Containing AMPAR
(A) Epifluorescence image of a dendritic segment expressing eGFP-Homer1c as a
GluA2-containing AMPAR before and after application of 100 mMglutamate (botto
is obtained by overaccumulation of 2,000 images acquired with uPAINT techniq
(B) Effect of glutamate application on cytoplasmic calcium concentration. Norm
versus time. Neurons preloaded with Fluo4FF-AM dye were imaged every 1.5 s
supplemented with various blockers (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
In the absence of the inhibitor cocktail, glutamate triggered a large increase in the
combination of blockers. Unless stated, error bars represent standard error of th
(C) Absence of modulation of endogenous GluA2-containing AMPAR synaptic mo
using the uPAINT technique. Left panel shows the average distribution of the loga
over the immobile fraction before and after treatment, and averages are represe
resentation of the synapticmean square displacement (MSD) as a function of time
(D and E) Modulation of endogenous GluA2-containing AMPAR synaptic mobilit
represented the average distribution of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient,
test, p = 0.023 and n = 10 cells, paired t test, p < 0.01), and the plot of the synapt
under curve area, p = 0.038 and n = 10 cells, paired t test on the under curve ar
(F) Dose-response curve for changes in the paired ratio of mobile over the immobi
control). Five glutamate concentrations are tested from 1 mM to 1 mM. A signific
(mean ± SEM are plotted, statistical test is one-way ANOVA with Dunnet’s post
(G) Dose-response curve for change in the area under the mean square displacem
mean ± SEM are plotted, statistical test is one-way ANOVA with Dunnet’s post treceptor mobility through conformation changes: desensitized
receptors being more mobile and less confined than those in
the resting state due to specific unbinding of desensitized recep-
tors from stargazin. This allows the desensitized fraction of re-
ceptors to move away from the glutamate release site and
quickly be replaced by naive functional ones during synaptic
transmission. Glutamate-mediated modulation of the mobility
state of desensitized AMPAR directly participates to the modu-
lation of frequency-dependent synaptic responses.
RESULTS
Glutamate Increases Mobility of Endogenous
GluA2-Containing AMPAR
We first evaluated the impact of various doses of glutamate on
the surface mobility of whole cell (see Figures S1A and S1B
available online) and synaptic (Figure 1) endogenous GluA2-
containing AMPAR in conditions ofminimal intracellular signaling
by using uPAINT single-molecule tracking of fluorescently
labeled antibodies specific to the extracellular domain of GluA2
on dissociated hippocampal Banker cell cultures aged 13–
16 days in vitro (DIV) (Giannone et al., 2010). On average, about
1,500 fluorescent AMPAR-bound antibodies were tracked each
for at least 0.5 s (median value of trajectory duration in seconds
with interquartile range [IQR],: 2.100 IQR 1.513–5.088), during
recording periods of 3 min, both before and after application of
glutamate (Figure 1A). In these conditions of short recordings,
trajectory maps and partial superresolved pictures of the neu-
rons before and after treatment can be reconstructed. Figure 1A
represents a stretch of dendrite with synaptic areas identified by
eGFP-Homer 1c expression, and shown below are AMPAR tra-
jectories before and after application of 100 mM glutamate on
an enlarged view of a dendrite segment. Glutamate application
increased AMPAR mobility as evidenced by the larger area
covered by AMPAR trajectories.
As previously described (Heine et al., 2008; Tardin et al., 2003),
endogenous GluA2-containing AMPAR exhibit a variety ofDiffusion in Synapse
synaptic marker (top) and corresponding synaptic trajectories of endogenous
m) recorded in the boxed region on the top Homer image. Each trajectory map
ue.
alized intensity of calcium-sensitive dye Fluo4FF-AM fluorescence is plotted
for 2 min in Tyrode’s solution (black curve, n = 16 cells) or in Tyrode’s solution
; red curve, n = 12 cells). After 25 s of recording, 100 mMglutamate was applied.
intracellular calcium level which wasmarkedly decreased in the presence of the
e mean (SEM).
bility upon addition of vehicle (water). GluA2-containing AMPAR were tracked
rithm of the diffusion coefficient. Middle panel shows paired ratio of the mobile
nted on the sides (n = 17 cells, paired t test, p > 0.05). Right panel is the rep-
before and after treatment (n = 17 cells, t test on the under curve area, p = 0.29).
y by application of glutamate 100 mM (D) and 1 mM (E). From left to right are
the paired ratios of the mobile over the immobile fraction (n = 24 cells, paired t
ic MSD in function of time before and after treatment (n = 24 cells, t test on the
ea, p < 0.001).
le fraction following addition of varying glutamate concentrations (or vehicle for
ant increase of the AMPAR mobility is observed for concentrationsR100 mM
test).
ent following addition of various glutamate concentrations (or vehicle control;
est).
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Figure 2. Drug Applications Reveal that Glutamate-Induced Mobility Is Specific of the Desensitized State
(A) Modulation of endogenous GluA2-containing AMPAR synaptic mobility in the presence of AMPA (100 mM) in drug-free Tyrode’s solution. From left to right are
represented the average distribution of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient, the paired ratios of the mobile over the immobile fraction (n = 7 cells, paired t test,
p < 0.05) and the plot of the synaptic MSD in function of time before and after treatment (n = 7 cells, paired t test on the under curve area, p = 0.01). AMPA increase
significantly AMPAR mobility.
(legend continued on next page)
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diffusion phenotypes ranking from immobile to highly mobile
(Figure S1A). The diffusion coefficient (D) distribution can be
roughly sorted into two groups. The first group is composed of
AMPAR with a D value inferior to 0.008 mm2.s1 and are referred
to as ‘‘immobile’’ because they explore an area inferior to the one
defined by the image spatial resolution (e.g., 0.08 mm) within one
frame, i.e., 50 ms (Dthreshold = [0.08 mm]
2/[4 3 4 3 0.05 s]
0.008 mm2.s1). The second group is defined as the mobile
part composed of receptors with D values above 0.008 mm2.s1.
To investigate the effect of glutamate binding on AMPAR
lateral mobility, independently of downstream intracellular
signaling effects, we used acute application of various glutamate
concentrations to the recording medium in the presence of a
cocktail of inhibitors of (non-AMPA)-glutamate receptors and
calcium channels while performing uPAINT acquisition. First, to
estimate the effect of glutamate application on global cell
signaling in these conditions, we measured the cytoplasmic cal-
cium rise induced by glutamate. Neurons were preloaded with
Fluo4FF-AM dye and then imaged every 1.5 s during 2 min in
the observationmedium. After 25 s of recording, 100 mMof gluta-
mate was added. In the absence of the inhibitors, glutamate trig-
gered a large increase in intracellular calcium level (Figure 1B,
black line). The glutamate-induced calcium rise was markedly
decreased in the presence of a combination of inhibitors of
NMDA receptors, voltage-dependant Na+ channels, L-type
Ca2+ channels, mGluR1, mGluR5, and GluA2-subunit lacking
AMPAR (Figure 1B). At the peak, in absence of blockers (Fig-
ure 1B, black line), the normalized fluorescence F/F0 increased
by 22.2% ± 3.7% compared to baseline level, whereas in pres-
ence of all blockers (Figure 1B, red line), this rise was limited to
2.2% ± 1.3%. We performed the recording in the presence of
this inhibitors cocktail for all further experiments, unless other-
wise stated.
Figures 1C–1G quantifies the effect of glutamate addition. In
the presence of 100 mM glutamate, the proportion of mobile
AMPAR increased by 30.7% ± 9.4% as compared to control,
leading to an increase by 70.6% ± 22.4% of the ratio between
the mobile and the immobile fractions of receptors (n = 24 cells,
paired t test, p = 0.023) (Figure 1D). In parallel, theMSD, that rep-
resents the surface explored by the receptors per unit time,
increased by 70% in the presence of glutamate (Figure 1D,
right panel). Application of a lower glutamate concentration(B) Absence of modulation of endogenous GluA2-containing AMPAR synaptic mo
to right are represented the average distribution of the logarithm of the diffusion co
paired t test, p = 0.539), and the plot of the synaptic MSD in function of the time b
0.28). Neither the diffusion coefficient nor theMSD of synaptic AMPAR are affecte
open state.
(C) Modulation of endogenous GluA2 containing AMPAR synaptic mobility by seq
glutamate (100 mM). From left to right are represented the average distribution of t
the immobile fraction (n = 9 cells, p < 0.05). NBQX significantly immobilizes AMPA
extra glutamate reversed the effect on AMPARmobility, suggesting that high gluta
a desensitized state. Right panel is the plot of the synaptic MSD in function of time
under curve area, p < 0.05).
(D) Average distribution of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient for synaptic end
pyruvate transminase (GPT) and pyruvate to convert glutamate to L-alanine and a
the mean ratio of the mobile over the immobile fractions of synaptic receptors be
0.015). Scavenging ambient glutamate decreases synaptic AMPAR mobility. Th
coapplication of GPT.(20 mM) or of the vehicle (water) did not induce a significant modi-
fication in the mobile/immobile ratio (Figures S1B and 1C and
dose response curve, respectively). In contrast, the application
of higher glutamate concentration (300 mM and 1 mM) increased
the mobile fraction and decreased the confinement of the recep-
tors (Figure 1E and dose response curve, Figures 1F and 1G).
Altogether, these experiments suggest that glutamate modifies,
in a dose-dependent manner, AMPAR mobility at the synaptic
plasma membrane independently of downstream signaling,
and possibly directly through changes in receptor conformation.
To confirm that the effect of glutamate on AMPARmobility was
mediated directly by their activation, we applied the AMPAR-
specific agonist AMPA (alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoa-
zol-4-propionate) and characterized its effect on diffusion in
the absence of the antagonist cocktail present in the other
experiments (Figure 2A). Application of AMPA 100 mM leads to
a significant increase in GluA2 mobility (44.6% ± 3% for the con-
trol and 51.4%± 3.2% in the presence of AMPA, p = 0.014 paired
t test), and an increase of 204% of the initial confinement area.
Glutamate triggers two major changes in AMPAR conforma-
tion, first a transition to an open-state and then, within a couple
of milliseconds, a transition to a desensitized state (Armstrong
et al., 1998; Du¨rr et al., 2014; Meyerson et al., 2014; Sobolevsky
et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2002). To correlate the glutamate-induced
increase in AMPAR mobility to one or the other conformational
state, we coapplied 100 mM glutamate with 20 mM cyclothiazide
(CTZ), which prevents entry in the desensitized state; in this con-
dition most receptors are in the open state (Traynelis et al., 2010)
(Figure 2B). Neither the diffusion coefficient nor the MSD of
synaptic AMPAR was affected by this treatment. This indicates
that AMPAR desensitization, rather than opening, increases its
mobility.
In our experiments, ambient glutamate released by neurons in
culture could affect the mobility. To test this hypothesis, we first
used an AMPAR antagonist (NBQX) to favor the closed-resting
state. NBQX (20 mM) significantly decreased the mobile fraction
and increased the confinement of AMPAR (Figure 2C). Supple-
menting 100 mM glutamate to the medium was presumably suf-
ficient to compete out NBQX from enough binding sites to send
AMPAR to a desensitized state, since we observed an increase
in AMPAR mobility. To confirm the effect of ambient glutamate
on AMPAR mobility, we recorded wild-type AMPAR mobility inbility by coapplication of 100 mM glutamate and 20 mM cyclothiazide. From left
efficient, the paired ratios of the mobile over the immobile fraction (n = 19 cells,
efore and after treatment (n = 19 cells, paired t test on the under curve area, p =
d by coapplication of glutamate and cyclothiazide, which stabilized the AMPAR
uential application of NBQX (20 mM) (competitor antagonist), then additionally
he logarithm of the diffusion coefficient and the paired ratios of the mobile over
R by closing the ones desensitized by ambient glutamate, and then addition of
mate concentrations are capable of competing with NBQX to send AMPAR into
before and after treatment (n = 9 cells, repeated-measures ANOVA test on the
ogenous GluA2-containing AMPARbefore and after coapplication of glutamic-
-ketoglutaric acid, thus decreasing the ambient glutamate. The middle panel is
fore and after application of GPT and pyruvate (n = 10 cells, paired t test, p =
e right panel represents the synaptic MSD versus time plot before and after
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the presence of glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (GPT), an
enzyme that degrades the ambient glutamate when pyruvate is
in excess. Figure 2D shows that acute degradation of ambient
glutamate triggers a significant decrease of AMPAR mobility.
Finally, in conditions of ambient glutamate, evaluated to be in
the micromolar range in hippocampal cultures (Featherstone
and Shippy, 2008), a fraction of AMPAR are desensitized (Heine
et al., 2008). Application of CTZ in this basal condition, which
favors the AMPAR closed state, decreased the fraction of mobile
receptors (Figure S1C). Altogether, these experiments demon-
strate that basal ambient glutamate is sufficient to significantly
increase AMPAR diffusion, likely by increasing the proportion
of desensitized receptors, and further suggests that the closed
AMPAR are the least mobile.
To analyze the specificity of the glutamate-induced increase
mobility for AMPA-type glutamate receptors, we performed
uPAINT experiments on kainate receptors (KARs) containing
the GluK2 subunit which have similar conformational changes
to AMPAR. We expressed Super Ecliptic pHluorin (SEP)-tagged
GluK2 to track them with uPAINT using an anti-GFP nanobody.
At rest, the diffusion coefficient of GluK2 was lower than that of
GluA2 containing AMPAR (median values of the diffusion coeffi-
cient D in mm2.s1 with IQR for synaptic GluK2 0.00067 IQR
0.00001–0.01655; for synaptic GluA2 0.00389 IQR 0.000225–
0.03900). Application of 100 mM glutamate did not modify the
diffusion coefficient nor theMSDover time ofGluK2 (Figure S1D).
This suggests that although they share common structural prop-
erties, the lateral diffusion of KARs and AMPAR is impacted
differently by glutamate.
AMPAR Conformation Impacts Its Mobility
To examine if desensitized receptors are indeed more mobile
than receptors in other states, we measured the mobility of
various AMPAR mutants stabilized in distinct conformational
states. We started by mutating the GluA2 subunit, as it is the
one we tracked for our experiments on endogenous AMPAR.
To measure the mobility of AMPAR largely occupying theFigure 3. Mutated GluA2 Stabilized in a Desensitized State Are More M
(A–C) The left panels depict schemes representing the tracked AMPAR stabilized i
linkers, and TMD of a dimer of GluA2 are depicted. Red dots localize the point
DsRed-Homer1c in a sample neuron, a map of the recorded trajectories using
distribution of the logarithm of the synaptic diffusion coefficient. On each distrib
parison between GluA2 WT and T686A, a mutant stabilized in the closed state. (B
state and so cannot desensitize. (C) Comparison between GluA2 WT and S729C
enriched when the receptor is stabilized in a desensitized conformation (red pl
A and B).
(D) Mean ratio of the mobile over the immobile fractions (±SEM) for synaptic over
T686A, n = 20 cells; L483Y, n = 10 cells; S729C, n = 17 cells; one-way ANOVA, p =
between the mobile and the immobile fraction is increased when the receptor sta
resting state (green bar).
(E) Plot of the synaptic MSD versus time for overexpressed SEP-GluA2 and the co
less confined than closed/resting ones (green plot) (mean ± SEM, one-way ANOVA
Median (±IQR) of the area under MSD are also represented (right panel) to illustr
(F) Average distribution of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient of pooled den
GluA2. The right panel is the mean ratio of the mobile over the immobile fractio
formational mutants (WT, n = 18 cells; T686A, n = 20 cells; S729C, n = 17 cells,
(G) Average distribution of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient of pooled dend
mutants. Mean ratio of the mobile over the immobile fractions for overexpressed
n = 14 cells; S729C, n = 11 cells; separate one-way ANOVA tests for mutants, wclosed-resting state, we used the T686Amutation in GluA2 (Rob-
ert et al., 2005). In contrast, the L483Y GluA2mutant is stabilized
in an open conformation (Stern-Bach et al., 1998; Sun et al.,
2002). Finally, for receptors in a desensitized state, we used
the S729C GluA2 mutant, which undergoes spontaneous disul-
fide bond formation that stabilizes a conformation associated
with desensitization (Armstrong et al., 2006; Plested and
Mayer, 2009). These mutated receptors were tagged with SEP
and tracked with ATTO 647N labeled anti-GFP nanobodies
(Figure S2).
As with endogenous AMPAR, exogenous wild-type GluA2
containing AMPAR displays a two-peak synaptic mobility
distribution (Figure 3A, right panel, black curve). GluA2
T686A-containing AMPAR, which are mainly in a closed state,
displayed a large increase in their immobile fraction correlated
with a decrease in the mobile/immobile ratio of 15% com-
pared with recordings of overexpressed wild-type GluA2 con-
taining AMPAR (Figure 3A right panel; Figure 3D, green curve
and bar). Concomitantly, GluA2 T686A displayed an increase
in their confinement compared to the nonmutated ones, as evi-
denced by their lower MSD (Figure 3E, green curve). In parallel,
to confirm the insensitivity of GluA2 T686A-containing AMPAR
to glutamate, we measured the effect of 100 mM glutamate
application on GluA2 T686A mobility. Neither the mobility nor
the confinement indexes of GluA2 T686A subunits are affected
by glutamate (Figure S3A). This lower mobility and higher
confinement of T686A AMPAR compared to wild-type ones
(Figures 3D and 3E) is likely due to the partial desensitization
of the latter by residual glutamate in the medium and to a
couple of outlier cells displaying higher mobility (Figures 3D
and 3E, WT).
In contrast to the T686A mutant, mobility of the GluA2 L483Y
subunit, which stabilizes the open state in the presence of gluta-
mate, presents similar diffusion properties and confinement
values to the wild-type receptor (Figure 3B and Figures 3D and
3E, blue bar and curve). These results confirm the experiments
performed when coapplying glutamate and cyclothiazide andobile than GluA2 Locked in a Closed or Open Conformation
n specific conformations using point mutations. On each scheme, only the LBD,
mutations. Image panels from left to right show the epifluorescence image of
the uPAINT technique in the corresponding stretch of dendrite, and the total
ution, the dark line represents the control distribution of WT GluA2. (A) Com-
) Comparison between GluA2 WT and L483Y, a mutant stabilized in the open
, a mutant stabilized in a desensitized state. The mobile fraction of AMPAR is
ot) relative to the ones in the closed/resting state (green and blue plots from
expressed SEP-GluA2 and conformational mutants of GluA2 (WT, n = 17 cells;
0.0161, and Sidak’s post test p = 0.009, between T686A and S729C). The ratio
ys in a desensitized conformation (red bar) compared to when it is in a closed/
nformational mutants of GluA2 (left panel). Desensitized receptors (red plot) are
, p = 0.03, Sidak’s post test show that TA/SC is significantly different p = 0.02).
ate cell to cell variability.
dritic and synaptic overexpressed SEP-GluA2 and conformational mutants of
ns of pooled dendritic and synaptic overexpressed SEP-GluA2 and its con-
one-way ANOVA test, and Sidak’s post test).
ritic and synaptic (left panel) overexpressed SEP GluA1 and its conformational
SEP GluA1 and its conformational mutants of GluA1 (WT, n = 9 cells; T686A,
ith Dunnet’s post test).
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indicate the absence of a detectable change in mobility between
closed and open receptors.
Finally, we expressed the GluA2 S729C mutant, which is sta-
bilized in a desensitized state. We observed a striking 1.3-fold
higher mobility of desensitized synaptic receptors as compared
to those in a closed state (median values of the synaptic
immobile fraction in % with IQR for GluA2 S729C 53.30 IQR
41.95–64.05; for GluA2 T686A 67.05 IQR 61.65–71.40; unpaired
t test p = 0.0016). The mobile/immobile ratio of GluA2 S729C
desensitized receptors is significantly higher to that of closed
GluA2 T686A or wild-type receptors and similarly, the surface
explored by GluA2 S729C is larger than the one explored by
wild-type or always closed receptors (Figures 3C–3E). These
effects were even more striking when measured on total surface
GluA2 receptors (Figure 3F), as expected, since mobile recep-
tors tend to escape from synaptic sites. The three corresponding
point mutations in GluA1 induced similar and even more marked
modifications in AMPAR mobility, indicating that the conforma-
tion dependent AMPAR mobility is largely subunit independent
(Figures 3G and S3B).
Altogether, the increase in mobility of wild-type endogenous
receptors induced by glutamate and AMPA and the increased
mobility of mutants locked in a desensitized conformation indi-
cate that desensitized AMPAR are more mobile than closed or
open ones. This suggests that glutamate-induced conformation
changes leading to the desensitized state may trigger release of
receptors from synapses.
Desensitized AMPAR Are Stabilized for Shorter
Durations than Closed-Resting AMPAR
We analyzed individual synaptic trajectories of T686A and
S729C mutants lasting at least 2.5 s on neurons. For each time
frame, an instantaneous diffusion coefficient was calculated
(Figures 4A and 4B). This gives access to the evolution of the
mobility of each receptor in function of time, allowing the extrac-
tion of two parameters: the percentage of totally immobile trajec-
tories (log(D) < 2.1; Figure 4C) and the fraction of time spentFigure 4. Glutamate-Induced Increase in Mobility Is Due to a Remobiliz
(A and B) Representative synaptic trajectories and the variation of their instantane
conformational mutants, respectively. The dark dashed line represents the thresho
mobile than the T686A ones. Two parameters can be extracted from these traje
second one is the fraction of time AMPAR are immobile measured on trajectorie
(C) Fractions of receptors which are immobile (log [D] < 2.1) all along their trajec
cells for GluA2 S729C, n = 13 cells for GluA2 T686A, unpaired t test, p = 0.023).
(D) Percentage of time AMPAR are immobile on their trajectory when they are pa
GluA2 S729C, n = 13 cells for GluA2 T686A, unpaired t test, p = 0.007).
(E) Sample superresolved intensity images obtained by uPAINT on neurons exp
nanodomains. Distribution of AMPAR nanodomain length measured for GluA2 S7
the desensitized or in the closed conformation (S729C, n = 205 nanodomains; T
(G) Sample superresolution intensity images of spines obtained using d-STOR
antibodies against GluA2, neurons were incubated for 2 min either in the presen
(H) Width and length of AMPAR synaptic nanodomains. Nanodomain sizes we
images. Nanodomain length and width (mean ± SEM) in control conditions and a
174 nanodomains, Mann-Whitney test, p > 0.1 for both width and length). Nanod
(I and J) Cumulative distribution and, in the insert, mean of spine and nanodomain
estimated by counting the single emitters. The cumulative distribution and the ave
treated conditions (mean ± SEM; n = 77 and 78 spines, respectively; Mann-Whitne
was estimated in control and glutamate treated conditions (mean ± SEM; n = 22
glutamate treatment, the number of AMPAR inside both spines and nanodomainimmobile (Figure 4D). The fraction of immobile receptors all along
their trajectory is significantly smaller for desensitized than for
closed receptors (Figure 4B, unpaired t test, p = 0.023). In paral-
lel, for receptors that alternate between mobile and immobile
states, the proportion of time spent immobile is lower for desen-
sitized receptors than for closed ones (Figure 4C, unpaired t test,
p = 0.007). Similarly, glutamate significantly decreased the
retention time of endogenous synaptic receptors (decrease of
10.5% ± 4.6%, n = 17, paired t test, p = 0.015). Altogether, this
indicates that desensitized receptors are trapped less efficiently
at synapses, resulting in a diminution in the proportion of
immobile receptor in the spine and a corresponding higher
exchange rate.
Glutamate-Mediated Increase in AMPAR Mobility Is Not
Correlated with a Change in their Nano-organization
We next investigated whether AMPAR nanoscale organization
depends on their conformational state. We and others previously
demonstrated that wild-type and expressed AMPAR are orga-
nized in nanodomains with a full width at half maximum of
70 nm (MacGillavry et al., 2013; Nair et al., 2013). The T686A
and S729C GluA2 mutants formed nanodomains of similar
size, as measured by anisotropic Gaussian fitting of preseg-
mented clusters obtained on uPAINT high-resolution intensity
images (Nair et al., 2013) (Figures 4E and 4F). This indicates
that although desensitized AMPAR spend proportionally less
time in the immobile state, their overall nanoscale organization
is similar to that of closed receptors.
To confirm this finding, we performed d-STORM experiments
on endogenous GluA2 subunits before and after application of
glutamate (Figure 4G). The nanodomain size did not vary signif-
icantly upon glutamate application (median values of the length
(l) and width (w) in nm with IQR in control condition: w = 46.9
IQR 39.9–58.1; l = 75.4 IQR 55.65–104.5 and after glutamate
treatment: w = 46.4 IQR 39.19–56.64; l = 67.95 IQR 56.0–
88.58; Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.6203 for width, p = 0.1856 for
length; Figure 4H). In parallel, we estimated the total number ofation of Trapped Receptors without Affecting Nanodomain Structure
ous diffusion versus time obtained by tracking GluA2 S729C and GluA2 T686A
ld under which receptors are considered as immobile. S729Cmutant are more
ctories. The first one is the fraction of receptors which are immobile (C). The
s which alternate between mobile and immobile behavior (D).
tory duration for GluA2 S729C and GluA2 T686A mutants (mean ± SEM; n = 17
rtially mobile for GluA2 S729C and GluA2 T686A (mean ± SEM; n = 17 cells for
ressing GluA2 T686A (top) or GluA2 S729C (bottom). Arrows point to AMPAR
29C and GluA2 T686A (F). Nanodomain sizes are similar for receptors locked in
686A, n = 83 nanodomains; Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.086).
M on neurons live stained for endogenous GluA2. After live incubation with
ce of vehicle (top) or in the presence of 100 mM glutamate (bottom).
re measured by anisotropic Gaussian fitting clusters obtained on d-STORM
fter application of 100 mM glutamate are plotted (left, n[ctrl] = 149 and n[Glu] =
omain size is not impacted by glutamate application.
AMPAR content, respectively. The total number of AMPAR inside spines was
rage number of single emitters per spines are reported in control and glutamate
y test, p = 0.038). As for the spine level, the number of AMPAR in nanodomains
6 and 189 nanodomains, respectively, Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.0001). Upon
s significantly decreases.
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AMPAR present in spines and in individual nanodomains before
and after glutamate treatment by dividing the total number of sin-
gle-molecule detection events in a spine or a nanodomain by the
average number of detection events determined for isolated
fluorescent spots that likely represent individual receptors (Nair
et al., 2013). Cumulative frequencies of the number of single
emitters per spine and nanodomain are represented in Figures
4I and 4J. In both cases, we observed a decrease of 20% in
the number of single emitters when neurons were treated with
glutamate (median values of the number of single emitters per
spine [s] and per nanodomain [n] with IQR in control condition:
s = 58.13 IQR 34.86–102.5, n = 11.02 IQR 6.673–22.01 and after
glutamate treatment, s = 46.21 IQR 31.17–75.20, n = 8.337 IQR
5.481–13.40). This represents a loss of 12 AMPAR per spine
(Figure 4I) and three AMPAR per nanodomain upon glutamate
application (Figure 4J). Altogether these data indicate that gluta-
mate mediates a mobilization of synaptic AMPAR which leads to
a loss of receptors contained in spines and nanodomains. This is
not associated with a major change in their subsynaptic organi-
zation at the nanoscale level.
Molecular Basis of Glutamate-Induced Increase
in AMPAR Mobility
We and others previously demonstrated (Bats et al., 2007; Nair
et al., 2013; Opazo et al., 2010; Schnell et al., 2002; Sumioka
et al., 2010; Tomita et al., 2005a) that synaptic AMPAR stabiliza-
tion is mainly based on interactions within a tripartite complex
composed of the cytoplasmic scaffold PSD-95, the AMPAR
auxiliary protein stargazin, and the AMPAR. To decipher the
molecular basis of glutamate-induced increase in AMPAR
mobility, we investigated possible modifications in the interac-
tion between stargazin and AMPAR.
Previous work indicated that glutamate induces a dissociation
of stargazin from AMPAR (Morimoto-Tomita et al., 2009; Tomita
et al., 2004), although this has been debated (Nakagawa et al.,
2005; Semenov et al., 2012). We thus investigated whether the
glutamate-induced increase in AMPAR mobility could originate
from a loss of avidity of stargazin for specific AMPAR conforma-
tional states. We coexpressed the various GluA1mutants locked
in the closed and desensitized conformation in HEK cells
together with WT GluA2 and stargazin and used coimmunopre-
cipitation to measure their interaction (Figures 5A and 5B). Strik-
ingly, the S729C desensitizedmutant displayed a 60% reduction
in binding to stargazin compared to WT and closed forms of
GluA1. In order to further test if glutamate-induced stargazin
detachment from AMPAR is at the origin of their increased
mobility, we measured the effect of glutamate on the mobility
of GluA1-stargazin tandems in which the intracellular C terminus
of GluA1 is fused to the N terminus of stargazin (Figure 5D), pre-
venting any possible dissociation. This tandem has been previ-
ously shown to form functional AMPAR (Morimoto-Tomita
et al., 2009). The tandem was tracked by uPAINT using an
ATTO 647N tagged anti-GFP nanobody. The tandem presented
a decreased mobility compared to WT (compare Figures 5C and
5D), fully compatible with the key role of stargazin in immobilizing
AMPAR (Bats et al., 2007). This stabilization was likely mediated
through interactions with PSD scaffold proteins, since truncating
the PDZ ligand of the chimeric GluA1-stargazin resulted in a796 Neuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.construct with very high mobility (data not shown). Bath applica-
tion of 100 mM glutamate did not increase the mobility nor the
mobile/immobile ratio of the GluA1-stargazin tandem, while it
increased both when GluA1 was expressed alone (Figures 5C
and 5D). Moreover, after application of glutamate, the area
explored by the tandem remained unchanged, whereas this
area increased for GluA1 (Figures 5C and 5D, right panels).
These experiments suggest that the glutamate-induced increase
in AMPAR mobility is due to a decreased association of the
AMPAR desensitized state with auxiliary proteins.
Acute Stimulation of Synapses by Glutamate Uncaging
Mobilizes AMPAR
An important question is to know if the glutamate-induced
increase in AMPARmobility occurs physiologically since AMPAR
desensitize even after a brief exposure to glutamate (Colquhoun
et al., 1992). As a first step, we refined spatiotemporally the
application of glutamate by using two-photon MNI-glutamate
uncaging in the presence of the blockers used for bath applica-
tion of glutamate (Figure 6A). We first verified that 2P glutamate
uncaging triggers currents comparable to spontaneous excit-
atory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) (Figure 6B). We then
compared the mobility of AMPAR before and after uncaging,
either at uncaged (Figure 6C) or neighboring synapses (Fig-
ure 6D) on the same neuron. Glutamate uncaging induced a
specific increase in AMPAR mobility at uncaged synapses,
supported both by an increase in the median diffusion and a
decrease in the confinement. This increased mobility is more
modest that the one observed during bath application of gluta-
mate. This result was expected, since the area over which 2P
uncaging is performed is small and the time of glutamate pres-
ence very short, while tracking measurements are performed
during 0.5 s, a period during which a significant fraction of
AMPAR have recovered from desensitization. We performed
similar experiments with one-photon uncaging ofMNI-glutamate
and found similar results (Figure S4). Together, these results
corroborate and refine our initial findings with bath application
of glutamate: brief application of glutamate increases AMPA
receptor mobility at synapses.
Glutamate-Induced Increase in Desensitized AMPAR
Mobility Tunes Short-Term Synaptic Plasticity
We have previously shown that AMPAR fast diffusion tunes
frequency-dependent synaptic transmission in paired-pulse ex-
periments by allowing desensitized receptors to be replaced by
naive ones, thus accelerating recovery from desensitization-
induced synaptic depression (Frischknecht et al., 2009; Heine
et al., 2008; Opazo et al., 2010). We thus investigated whether
the glutamate-induced mobility of desensitized receptors could
directly participate in explaining our previous findings that mo-
bile AMPAR are necessary for fast recovery from synaptic
depression during high frequency stimulus trains. To this aim,
we performed whole-cell patch-clamp measurements of short-
term synaptic plasticity in hippocampal neurons expressing
SEP-GluA1 either alone or coexpressed with the tandem
SEP-GluA1-stargazin. To investigate the impact of mobility, we
used the classical antibody-mediated crosslink approach to
immobilize expressed receptors and then applied 20 Hz stimulus
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Figure 5. Glutamate-Induced AMPAR Mobility Is Abolished for the Chimera GluA1/Stargazin
(A) Coimmunoprecipitation experiment on extracts from HEK cells coexpressing GluA2 and wild-type, desensitized, or closed mutants of GluA1 with or without
(Ctrl) stargazin as indicated in the figure. Immunoprecipitation of GluA1 was performed using an antibody directed against the extracellular domain. The samples
were analyzed with anti-GluA1, anti-GluA2, and anti-Stg for each condition.
(B) Quantification of five GluA1/GluA2/stg immunoprecipitation experiments. The Stg binding to desensitized receptor is significantly reduced (mean ± SEM; n = 5
experiments, one-way ANOVA with Dunnet’s post test).
(C and D) Left panel insets show schemes representing the hypothetical stargazin and GluA1 interactions and their corresponding mobility before and after
glutamate application, in control condition (endogenous stargazin and expressed SEP-GluA1) in (C) and when the two proteins are genetically fused (SEP-GluA1-
stargazin chimera) in (D). (Left panels) Distributions of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficients. Middle panels: paired ratio of the mobile over the immobile
fraction before and after treatment with 100 mM glutamate (for GluA1: n = 10 cells, paired t test, p = 0.024; for GluA1-stargazin chimera: n = 13 cells, paired t test,
p > 0.05). Glutamate mobilizes synaptic GluA1-containing AMPAR but not GluA1-stargazin chimera. Right panels show plots of the synaptic MSD versus time
before and after application of glutamate (100 mM).trains to stimulate presynaptic axons and evoke a series of
EPSCs.
In control cells expressing SEP-GluA1, we observed short-
term facilitation of the EPSCs. The fifth response was on average
increased to 120% of the amplitude of the first EPSC of the train
(Figures 7A and S5A). Consistent with what we demonstratedpreviously for paired-pulse protocols (Heine et al., 2008), cross-
linking surface SEP-GluA1-containing AMPAR with an anti-GFP
antibody for 5 min caused a marked decrease in the EPSC
amplitudes during the train (p = 0.0301, Welch’s two-tailed
t test), where the fifth EPSC decreased to 78% of the amplitude
for the first response of the train (Figure 7A). This short-termNeuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 797
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Figure 6. Acute Stimulation of Synaptic AMPAR with Glutamate 2-P Uncaging Mobilizes AMPAR
(A) Top panel shows an illustration of the protocol used for control and glutamate uncaging assays. Lower panel shows an epifluorescence image of a neuron
expressing eGFP-Homer 1c as a synaptic marker and the position of uncaging spots indicated with red dots. One protocol round consists of a 10 s baseline
recording followed by 10 uncaging laser pulses at 2 Hz, and by 10 s without recording and stimulation to avoid overstimulation. For each cell, five consecutive
rounds were recorded.
(B) Examples of electrophysiological currents recorded in the presence of 2.5 mMMNI-glutamate when, from the top to the bottom, the laser is off (no uncaging),
laser is on (uncaging) and when synaptic transmission occurred spontaneously and independently of the laser trigger.
(C and D) Left panels show epifluorescence images and synaptic GluA2 trajectories before and during laser pulses at the uncaged synapses (C) and the neighbor
synapses (D).Middle and right panels show, respectively, the plots of themedianmobility value per cell and the synapticMSD versus time, before and during laser
pulses. AMPAR are less confined after glutamate uncaging (n = 8 cells, paired t test p < 0.01 and p > 0.05 for uncaged and neighbor synapses, respectively).depression did not appear to be associated with much larger
initial EPSC amplitudes that could otherwise be expected for a
higher release probability (Figure 7A). Corroborating the speci-
ficity of the antibody crosslink for expressed receptors, a
depressive effect on short-term plasticity was not observed798 Neuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.when applying the anti-GFP to cells expressing GluA1 without
the amino-terminal SEP fusion (Figure S5A). We then performed
similar experiments on neurons expressing the GluA1-stargazin
tandem. In the control cells (without antibody crosslinking), the
ESPCs already depressed during the train (fifth EPSC to 75%),
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the Effect of AMPAR Crosslinking
(A) The diagrams on the left represent the experi-
mental paradigm: SEP-GluA1 and endogenous
stargazin are expressed separately or linked in a
SEP-GluA1-stargazin tandem. GluA1 interact with
stargazin (maroon, either endogenous or cova-
lently linked) that traps AMPARs at synapses via
PDZ interactions. To test the role of AMPAR
mobility during a train of stimulation, lateral diffu-
sion was blocked by crosslinking the receptors
with an anti-GFP antibody (X-Link). The middle
panels represent the average EPSC trains (five
pulses at 20 Hz), for example cells in conditions
with and without crosslinking. (Right) Plots of the
EPSC amplitude normalized to the initial EPSC for
stimulations with (n = 5 cells) and without (n = 6
cells) crosslinking. When GluA1 cannot dissociate
from stargazin, EPSCs elicited by a train of stim-
ulation already have depressed short-term plas-
ticity, which occludes crosslinking (n = 7 cells, both
with and without crosslinking).
(B) The same experiments performed with SEP-
GluA2 and SEP-GluA2-Stg tandem (both coex-
pressed with SEP-GluA1) lead to a similar
conclusion. (Left) Average EPSC trains for all cells
in each group. (Right) Plots of EPSC amplitude
with normalization to the initial EPSC. n = 15, 5,
and 8 cells in the vehicle, X-link, and tandem
conditions, respectively. (A and B) statistics with
Welch’s ANOVA test comparing the sum of
normalized EPSC amplitudes. Log-transformed
initial EPSC amplitudes were not significantly
different in (A), top (p = 0.748, Welch’s t test), or (B)
(p = 0.260, Welch’s ANOVA test). Scale bars are
50 pA and 25 ms.likely as a direct consequence of the lower mobility of this
construct (Figures 5D and 7A). We observed a similar effect on
short-term plasticity when we coexpressed GluA1 with a
GluA2-stargazin tandem (Figure 7B), indicating that the effect
was not unique to the GluA1-stargazin tandem. Interestingly,
when we tried crosslinking the GluA1-stargazin tandem, we did
not observe much further depression during the train (fifth
EPSC to 67%), thus demonstrating that fusion of GluA1 to star-
gazin occludes the depressive effect of crosslinking on short-
term synaptic plasticity. Altogether, these experiments establish
that preventing GluA1 or GluA2 dissociation from stargazin pre-
vents the positive impact of AMPAR diffusion on recovery from
short-term depression.
DISCUSSION
Using high-density single-molecule tracking on live and fixed
neurons as well as biochemistry, electrophysiology, and gluta-
mate uncaging, we investigated the impact of changes in
AMPAR conformational states on their surface diffusion,
confinement, and nanoscale organization. Our results on bothwild-type AMPAR and point mutants of GluA1 and GluA2 sub-
units locked in various conformational states establish that
desensitized AMPAR are more mobile than closed or open
ones due to less avidity for stargazin. This glutamate-induced
increase in AMPAR mobility removes a fraction (20%–30%)
of receptors from nanodomains and synaptic sites but does
not modify the overall nanodomain organization of AMPAR.
Finally, we show that the increased mobility of desensitized re-
ceptors plays a key role in fast synaptic transmission, enabling
rapid turnover of AMPAR opposed to glutamate release sites.
This allows synapses to recover faster from high-frequency
short-term depression consequent to AMPAR desensitization.
Glutamate Binding Induces an Increase in the
Proportion of Mobile AMPAR Independent of
Intracellular Signaling
The use of single-molecule detection allowed us to obtain the full
distribution of AMPAR behavior and detect that 20%–30% of
AMPAR increase their mobility upon glutamate binding in a
dose-dependent manner. Glutamate has long been shown to
regulate AMPAR traffic. Three main pathways have beenNeuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 799
identified in this process. First, glutamate-induced increase in
intracellular calcium during high-frequency stimulation triggers
AMPAR immobilization and accumulation at synaptic sites
(Borgdorff and Choquet, 2002; Heine et al., 2008; Opazo et al.,
2010). This effect is largely mediated by CaMKII-induced phos-
phorylation of the AMPAR auxiliary protein stargazin, which sta-
bilizes AMPAR by increasing binding to PSD-95. Second, the
low-frequency stimulation induced increase in AMPAR mobility,
which results in AMPAR loss from synaptic sites (Shepherd
and Huganir, 2007; Tardin et al., 2003). Both these effects rely
on intracellular signaling and have been proposed to underlie
long-term synaptic plasticity. Third, and less characterized,
activation of AMPAR has been proposed to trigger their endocy-
tosis by a signaling-independent process (Beattie et al., 2000; Lin
et al., 2000; Tomita et al., 2004). This is fully consistent with our
observation that glutamate and AMPA induce an increase in AM-
PAR diffusion that does not depend upon intracellular signaling.
AMPAR Conformational Changes Trigger Their
Increased Mobility
Glutamate binding triggers major changes in AMPAR conforma-
tion that lead to opening of the ion pore and ultimately entry into
the desensitized state. Recent work onGluA subunits (Du¨rr et al.,
2014; Meyerson et al., 2014; Nakagawa et al., 2005) indicates
that, in the desensitized state, all the extracellular N-terminal
domain composed by both the amino-terminal (ATD) and the
ligand binding (LBD) domains undergo major rearrangements,
resulting in a separation of the four subunits from 25 A˚ up to com-
plete separation of the ATDs. Our experiments indicate that the
AMPAR conformational changes triggered by glutamate are
enough to increase their surface diffusion. First, bath glutamate
application, glutamate uncaging, and even endogenous ambient
glutamate trigger increased AMPAR diffusion. Second, pharma-
cological manipulations that favor either the AMPAR closed state
(NBQX, Figure 2C) or prevent desensitization (CTZ, Figure S1C)
slow down AMPAR. Third, point mutants of GluA1 or GluA2 that
lock AMPAR in a desensitized conformation display a robust in-
crease in diffusion as compared to wild-type AMPAR, or AMPAR
locked in the closed or open conformations. Fourth, coapplica-
tion of glutamate andCTZ or expressing the LYmutation suggest
that AMPAR in the open state move similarly to the closed ones.
We have no certitude as to why the effect is more robust in GluA1
than GluA2 mutants, but this could simply arise from the more
physiological expression of GluA1 than GluA2 homomers. In
complement, we found that AMPA has a less profound effect
on mobility than the physiological agonist, glutamate. Indeed,
AMPA is known to trigger not exactly the same conformation
changes in AMPAR as glutamate (Jin et al., 2003). Finally, recent
results at the Drosophila neuromuscular junction also indicate
that mutations changing gating properties alter GluR distribution
and trafficking, although on a much slower timescale (Petzoldt
et al., 2014).
Altogether, these studies and our results indicate that gluta-
mate-induced entry of AMPAR into the desensitized state is
associated with major structural rearrangements paralleled by
increased receptor surface diffusion. Thus a major question is
this: how could changes in the AMPAR ATD and LBD domains
lead to their freeing from synaptic anchors?800 Neuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Molecular Mechanism of Glutamate-Induced AMPAR
Diffusion
Among all the protein-protein interactions accounting for
AMPAR stabilization in the PSD, only a few are good candidates
to be modulated by glutamate-induced AMPAR conformational
changes. The GluA C terminus being largely nonstructured, it is
hard to conceive how a change in the ATD/LBD organization
could transfer into changes in GluA C terminus-scaffold interac-
tions. Alternatively, the TARP family of AMPAR auxiliary subunits
plays a central role in regulating AMPAR anchoring at synapses
(Bats et al., 2007; Schnell et al., 2002). Stargazin binds AMPAR
tightly through a large interface including the AMPAR extracel-
lular domains (Cais et al., 2014; Tomita et al., 2004) and stabilizes
the complex in the synapse through binding of its C terminus to
PDZ domain-containing scaffolds such as PSD-95. The AMPAR-
TARP-PSD-95 complex has been suggested to account in large
part for basal and activity-dependent AMPAR immobilization at
synapses (Bats et al., 2007; Opazo et al., 2010; Schnell et al.,
2002; Tomita et al., 2005b). However, it is hard to conceive
how a change in AMPAR conformation could translate into a
decrease in TARP/PSD-95 interaction.
An initial biochemical study suggested that AMPAR dissociate
rapidly from TARPs upon binding to glutamate and are internal-
ized, whereas TARPs remain stable at the plasma membrane
(Tomita et al., 2004), but in other following studies, rapid
agonist-driven dissociation has not been observed (Nakagawa
et al., 2005; Semenov et al., 2012). Most interestingly, we found
now that the TARP-AMPAR interaction depends on AMPAR
conformational state, desensitizedAMPARbinding less stargazin.
Our results thus indicate that increased AMPAR mobility upon
glutamate binding is due to the specific dissociation of
desensitized AMPAR from stargazin, allowing them to diffuse
out of TARP anchoring sites at synapses such as PSD-95 slots
(Figure8).Thisdissociationcouldarise from the largestructural re-
arrangement of the extracellular domain occurring upon AMPAR
desensitization that likely impacts the normal engagement of
both the ATD and LBD of AMPAR in the TARP-AMPAR interface
(Cais et al., 2014). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that
the GluA-stargazin tandems, which cannot be dissociated by
glutamate binding, are less mobile than GluAs alone, and more
importantly, that their mobility is not affected by glutamate.
While over 95% of AMPAR become desensitized within a few
milliseconds upon glutamate binding (Colquhoun et al., 1992),
we observed a change in mobility in only 35% of the receptors
at the most. The large interface involved in AMPAR/TARP inter-
action (Cais et al., 2014; Priel et al., 2005; Tomita et al., 2005a;
Turetsky et al., 2005) goes together with the high stability of
the resting AMPAR/TARP complex reported in biochemical ex-
periments (Schwenk et al., 2012; Tomita et al., 2004). We sug-
gest that only some desensitized AMPAR have a lower affinity
for TARPs, which is compatible with the existence of various de-
sensitized AMPAR conformations (Du¨rr et al., 2014; Meyerson
et al., 2014; Nakagawa et al., 2005). These various conforma-
tions would present different levels of mobility, depending on
whether they are bound or not to a TARP. This hypothesis is
further supported by our biochemical experiments that indicate
a lower, but not fully abolished, binding of desensitized AMPAR
to stargazin (Figure 5A). In addition, given the high density of
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Figure 8. Hypothetical Model of Glutamate-Induced AMPAR Mobility and Effect on Synaptic Organization
(A) AMPAR are tightly coassembled with TARP at least via its transmembrane (TMD) and ligand-binding domain (LBD); the drastic changes operating at the LBD
and ATD in the presence of glutamate lead to the desensitization of the AMPAR and to a decrease of its avidity for TARP. This effect could trigger a detrapping of
AMPAR and an increase of its mobility.
(B) The schemes represent a top view of a synapsewhere naive (closed-green) AMPAR are regrouped partly in a nanocluster. The first glutamate release activates
AMPAR during the first ms (T = 1 ms, blue, synaptic area covered by glutamate represented by yellow circle), then they quickly desensitize (T = 3 ms, red). This
conformational change triggers an increase of AMPARmobility, freeing TARP immobilization site. Free diffusive closed receptor can be specifically trapped at this
free site (T = 20 ms), allowing a renewing of AMPAR in the nanocluster (T = 50 ms). Desensitized receptors are now out of the release site, and closed receptors
replace them inside the nanocluster. This specific glutamate-induced mobility of desensitized AMPAR can be at the base of the constant receptor turnover
essential for fidelity of fast synaptic transmission.receptors within each nanodomain, it is conceivable that recep-
tors at the center of the domain resensitize before they have the
opportunity to escape the domain due to steric hindrance.
Physiological Consequences of the Enhanced AMPAR
Diffusion upon Desensitization
AMPAR fast diffusion in and out of synapses allows faster recov-
ery from desensitization-dependent paired-pulse depression for
stimulation frequencies between 10 and 100 Hz (Frischknecht
et al., 2009; Heine et al., 2008). All processes accelerating
AMPAR diffusion increase recovery from paired-pulse depres-
sion by favoring stochastic exchange of desensitized receptors
by naive ones. It was tempting to speculate that the mechanism
would be even more efficient if desensitized AMPAR would
escape faster from the postsynapse than naive ones.In parallel, recent work (MacGillavry et al., 2013; Nair et al.,
2013) demonstrated that around half of AMPAR are stabilized
in 80 nm diameter nanoclusters in the postsynaptic density, the
other part diffusing rapidly in between them (Nair et al., 2013).
Our present experiments indicate that an 20%–30% fraction
of immobile AMPAR become mobile upon glutamate binding.
This percentage is similar to the fraction of receptors lost from
nanodomains upon glutamate application observed in d-STORM
experiments. Interestingly, this loss does not modify the overall
organization of AMPAR in nanodomains. We thus postulate
that the increased mobility of a fraction of desensitized AMPAR
is important to accelerate their exit from immobilization sites
such as nanodomains to help synapses recover faster from
desensitization-dependent depression. In agreement, we found
that expression of the GluA-stargazin tandem, which blocksNeuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 801
glutamate-induced dissociation and maintains receptors immo-
bile, increased short-term depression. In parallel, as found previ-
ously, crosslinking wild-type surface GluA1 or GluA2 also
increased short-term depression, by preventing the exchange
of desensitized receptors for naive ones (Heine et al., 2008).
It was previously proposed that receptor desensitization pro-
motes the transient dissociation of TARP-AMPA receptor com-
plexes within a few milliseconds (Morimoto-Tomita et al., 2009)
and that this process accounts for the bell-shaped curve of
native AMPAR steady-state glutamate-induced current concen-
tration-response curves, reflecting the autoinactivated concen-
tration-response behavior. The authors postulated further that
this dissociation mechanism could contribute to synaptic
short-term modulation by promoting paired-pulse depression,
given that stargazin tends to decrease desensitization rates
(Morimoto-Tomita et al., 2009; Priel et al., 2005). This is at vari-
ance with our results with the GluA1 or GluA2 chimera that
both display an increased synaptic depression. Interestingly, a
recent study (Semenov et al., 2012) found that a fusion protein
which links the carboxyl terminus of GluA4i to the N terminus
of stargazin shows similar autoinactivation to that observed in
the case of separately expressed proteins, which is also in
contrast to the previous results (Morimoto-Tomita et al., 2009)
where covalent linkage between GluA1 and stargazin was
reported to abolish autoinactivation. The reason for these dis-
crepancies is not clear but may originate from the differences
in subunits and/or linkers used for the chimera construct.
In conclusion, we propose that the increasedmobility of a frac-
tion of desensitized AMPAR is an important process to specif-
ically allow them to diffuse out of individual nanodomains in
which they would otherwise remain locked (Figure 8). Our previ-
ous simulation work established that AMPAR in nanodomains
can account for as much as 70% of EPSCs (Nair et al., 2013).
As AMPAR are stable in nanodomains and highly diffusive in
between them, freeing desensitized AMPAR from their anchor
allows them to quickly diffuse away from the glutamate bathed
area in between consecutive vesicle releases. This fast
exchange between desensitized and naive receptors allows
maintenance of the fidelity of synaptic responses during high-
frequency stimulation (Choquet, 2010; Heine et al., 2008). Our
results provide a simple explanation to the regulation of synaptic
transmission observed through modulation of AMPAR mobility.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Molecular Biology, Biochemistry, Cell Culture, and Transfection
Cloning of plasmids and cultures of rat hippocampal neurons was performed
as in Nair et al. (2013) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
Direct Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy, uPAINT
Experiments, Receptor Tracking, and Analysis
Single-molecule fluorescent spots were localized in each frame and tracked
over time as in Giannone et al. (2010) and Nair et al. (2013) (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures for details).
Glutamate Uncaging and Scavenging Experiments
1-P and 2-P uncaging experiments as well as glutamate scavenging were
done using an inverted motorized microscope (Nikon Ti, Japan) equipped
with a 1003 PL-APO objective (1.49 NA) (see Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures for details).802 Neuron 85, 787–803, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Ca2+ Imaging, Electrophysiological Recordings, and Crosslinking
Experiments
Calcium imaging and electrophysiological recordings and receptor cross-
linking were performed following Heine et al. (2008) (see Supplemental Exper-
imental Procedures for details).
Statistics
Statistical values are given as mean ± SEM unless stated otherwise (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
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